
The End Is Nigh
Abstract
I chose to design a 3D First Person environment with the aim of collecting items. I decided to 
theme the game on a Zombie Apocalypse; collecting items to escape. I decided to do this due to 
the popularity of shows like the Walking Dead. The setting will be a small village with distressed 
housing and a few destroyed vehicles. 

The player will have to avoid zombies which will damage them if they get too close. In order to help 
the player, a health bar would be needed along with the ability to collect items such as health 
packs. I also decided that the player should have a hunger bar that could both heal them if they got 
hurt but also decrement their health if it depleted. The player could top this hunger up by collecting 
items as well. The player would need to collect all the items needed to complete the game. I will 
space out the items and make them hard to find so that the user explores a lot of the environment. 

The game would be aimed at teenage players as it is not especially challenging but may be scary 
for small children. There is nothing especially complex to do apart from avoiding the zombies 
however some items may be hard to find.

Walkthrough
The user is greeted with a title screen 
which they can click through to get to the 
instructions. It informs about the controls 
and the aim of the game. A voiceover can 
be heard describing the plot line. Exiting 
the bedroom and turning to the right brings 
the character in to the living room where 
they can collect bottles of water to 
decrease their hunger and collect health 
packs if injured. Leaving the house, 
zombies can be seen on the road. The 
player is left to free roam the environment 
but cannot exit the allowed area due to the 
high fencing surrounding the perimeter. 

The quickest way to collect all the items and complete the game is to exit the house and turn left. 
Running fast past the zombies will minimise health loss. When arriving at the last house with the 
white asphalt, go round the left side of the house and find the blueprint. You can toggle whether the 
blueprint is visible by pressing the ‘B’ key. The blueprint is not needed to complete the game but 
does show what items you need. 

To collect the main items, head to the left going out of the house and head towards the church. At 
the house before the crashed Ford on the end turn in and find the toolbox. Head down the road. 
Outside of the church you will find the laptop. Extra supplies are in the foyer of the church if 
needed. The quickest way now is to walk in to the forest following the fencing of the houses be 
careful of the zombies in the forest. At the end is the antenna. Now continue to follow the fence and 
enter the last house on the right, collecting the key in the right corner. Health supplies are also 
available behind this house. 

Head down the road past the warehouse to the petrol station. Collect the petrol here. If you need 
more food, continue past to the back of the shops and collect the water bottles there. Then head 
back to the warehouse. On the right side where the path is, collect the instructions. Approach the 
gate and it will open since you have the key. Go round the back of the warehouse to the generator. 



It will start since you have enough fuel 
from the petrol station. Walk round the 
side the generator is closest to and the 
antenna will start to lift. If you look in the 
air, a helicopter will be visible. When it 
lands, go to enter it and the game will 
end. 

The items do not have to be collected in 
any order and the user is under no time 
limit. Some may want to complete the 
game as quickly as possible and score 
comparison can be done with the end 
screen. The items are not very hard to 

find but will require quite a lot of looking if the player does not know where they are to begin with. 
The only threat to the player are the zombies which chase if the player enters their field of view. 
The only house the player can enter is the first one they start in. The road points a general 
direction but it does not necessarily show the fastest route to collect all the items. Hints will suggest 
to the user to collect the blueprints if they have not collected them yet after 45 seconds and 
information about items collected is shown in the bottom left of the screen. The top left shows the 
time taken for the current level and the bottom left shows the current statistics of the player. 

Implementation
I started by thinking about the layout of my game. I decided to include a few houses and a square 
play area. This area would have a road in it showing where the user could go and guiding them 
through the game. It also set the layout for the town. I did not want it to be a boring circle so added 
a slight kink where the warehouse and antenna would go. When implementing this, I decided to 
place the road objects first and then do the terrain landscaping as they went up certain amounts at 
certain angles. This made them look more like they were built into the landscape. After doing the 
road and terrain, I added in the chainlink fences that surround the game, stopping the user from 
leaving the area of play. I also painted a base grass texture on the ground.

I decided that since the houses would be quite central to the game, I would design them next. I 
downloaded some houses off the Sketchup Warehouse due to the massive selection available and 
edited these by exploding components and deleting parts of the windows to make them looked 
smashed. I also added some wooden planks over the windows, editing the same piece of wood 
multiple times. I created two houses with no interior and one with interior, changing the placement 
of furniture to make it more akin to the theme. The wooden banisters on the exterior were also 
edited to look more distressed and on one house, the garage door was slightly propped open.

I placed one house in the game at the start to get the scale correct. I then downloaded a fence 
model off the Unity Asset Store and added a perimeter. I replicated this for a few houses, flipping 
some of the houses without interior to make them look different. I decided to have only a few 
houses, of which the exteriors were explorable. The one interior house contained the starting point 
of the player, a safe place from zombies. At the start I added box colliders to everything to stop the 
player from going through walls but later discovered that the mesh could be added a collider if the 
mesh itself was selected instead of the game object. I left the box colliders in as backup however 
as they were quite simple. 

I decided to populate the outside a bit more to add to the aesthetic. I downloaded some road 
blockers, traffic cones, a wooden swing and some bins. I added these in, topping and changing 
orientation of these to make sure they fit in well. I also added street lamps with lighting that would 
be on if the skybox was changed to a dark theme.



The first objects I added that the user could pick up were the jerry can, bottle and first aid box. 
These referred to the most important statistics on the player. I used a script from the lab sessions 
to make them spin, changing this speed to 60 as this looked the most natural. This script made use 
of the transform.Rotate function and was very simple. I also added box colliders that were larger 
than the objects themselves and made them triggers. In the Player Script, I edited it with a new 
function ‘OnTriggerEnter’, referencing when the player enters the box collider with trigger. I 
referenced the tag of the object so that I did not need to reference each object individually and so 
that if the name changed, it would not affect the code. I also added some code limiting the health of 
the player and making it so that the item could not be picked up if the player already had full health, 
stopping accidental use if not needed (see Fig. 1). The object collided with was also disabled with 
the SetActive() function.

I next decided to design some UI elements showing these statistics. I first used numbers however 
found these to be ambiguous and changed to sliders. These were implemented using a separate 
script that referenced the player as a game object and got the relevant component. This was 
iterated each second by placing the script in the Update() function. This script was applied to a 
slider UI element with the interactive grip part removed (see Fig. 2). To make these clear, I also 
added text showing what each slider meant and a transparent box to the back increasing the 
contrast and showing it as a UI element more clearly.

Now that the general outlines for each house were shown, I created variation in the style of front 
garden by using different textures. I added a full asphalt area to one and some stony textures for 
paths to the rest, varying the style and the design to make each look unique. I also designated a 
place for where the warehouse was to go along with a path leading to it. I then placed in a 
warehouse downloaded from the Unity Assets Store and added some fencing around it with one 
part able to be ‘opened’. I added quite a few trees but found that they slowed down the frame rate 
drastically. I therefore changed to the mobile version of these trees and made them less common.

I decided next to create the items the player could pick up. To do this, I looked again on the 
Sketchup 3D Warehouse and downloaded the toolbox, antenna and laptop. I created the 
instructions and added text, editing this to create the blueprint 3D object as well. I placed these 
items on the terrain in their suitable places, adding in box colliders and tags. Tags were used even 
though there was only one so that in the future the game could be expanded easily (e.g. player has 
to collect two toolboxes). In the Player code, I added the relevant code and some booleans that 
changed depending on whether the player had the relevant item or not. I also added UI element 
code that enabled the items when they were found and had them disabled at the start of the game 
when the player did not have the items (see Fig. 3). 
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To create the UI elements, I downloaded some clip art of the relevant items and added these to the 
canvas. I changed the canvas to ‘Scale with pixel size’ to make sure everything stayed in the same 
place. I then placed each clip art, putting the key above the UI so the player did not know that they 
needed it. To create the blueprint, I used Photoshop with a background and added this to a 
transparent layer behind it. The code for this was quite simple, enabling a boolean when the player 
acquired the object and adding an if statement determining if this boolean was true and when the 
player pressed the ‘B’ key (see Fig. 4). 

I also added to the UI with a timer. This told the player how long the scene had been running, 
making use of the Time.realtimeSinceStartup variable. This was rounded to the nearest 
whole number using the Mathf.Round() function and converted to a string so it could be 
outputted to the screen using the ToString() function. It edited the text referenced at the top of 
the code timeSinceStart (see Fig. 5). I put this in the Update function to make sure it 
happened each frame. I added some text above and a box to make it obvious to the user.

To further help the user, I created a hint area which displayed text that could help the user. I added 
some code so after 45 seconds, it would tell the user to get the blueprint if they did not already 
have it. I made this hint change if the player picked up items as well, giving more information on 
what each part did and adding to the story of the game. This was quite similar, but simpler to 
implement than the timer. I also decided to implement some audio clips, adding these in by getting 
the AudioSource component, loading each clip and playing when needed.

As an introduction to the user, I created start and instruction screens in photoshop. These 
explained the basic controls to the user and were dismissed with clicks on the screen. This 
required the use of a code which toggled the visibility of each when Input.anyKeyDown was 
used. I therefore created a variable called startScreenNum which incremented with use of the 
script (see Fig. 7). 

For the end of 
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the game, I made the gate have an animation on it using Unity’s built in animator. I also added a 
helicopter with an animated rotor and sound which was toggled on when the player toggled the 
antenna on. I also added an antenna and a generator. The antenna also had an animation which 
made it rise when the player had the relevant items. I also added sound to the generator when it 
turned on as an audio clue to the user that they had turned it on. Relevant hints were also added.

I also added a petrol station for the player to get fuel and shops with bottles to stock up on food on 
the far side as this was not very populated. Although it was possible to get enough fuel from 
elsewhere, I decided this would reduce game time if used. 

Finally, I added a script that would control the zombie movement. This was quite simple and just 
described two states in which the zombie could be, WANDERING and CHASE. I set it so that when 
the zombie’s trigger collider ZombieTrack entered the player’s (the one with the Player tag), it 
would change from WANDERING to CHASE. When in its WANDERING state, I also made it move to a 
random location using a NavMeshAgent and the Random variable. When in its CHASE state, this 
destination was changed to the player’s current location (see Fig. 8).

To tell the user that they had finished the game, I included a YouWin screen. This was triggered 
when the player entered the collider of the helicopter. It displayed the time taken for the game and 
offered the player options to restart or quit (see Fig. 9). This also toggled the GameOver state, 
disabling the FPSController and allowing the user to restart or exit the game with button presses. If 
the player’s health became 0, the GameOver screen was triggered, allowing the same options (see 
Fig. 10). The zombie also had another object on top of it with the tag Zombie with a collider that 
damaged the player when in close proximity.

 As a visual cue for the damage sustained by the player I also implemented UI scripts for different 
ranges (see Fig. 11). These were created in photoshop. 
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Word Count: 2639

Appendix
Description Image (if applicable) Source License/Permission

Zombie House 1 
(GameObject)
Edited

Downloaded from 
Sketchup 3D Warehouse 
(model created by 
Doormatt) 
http://bit.ly/2gQntEV

Sketchup 3D Warehouse  
Terms of Use 
http://bit.ly/2fGmRMY

Zombie House 2 
(GameObject)
Edited

Downloaded from 
Sketchup 3D Warehouse 
(model created by 
Doormatt) 
http://bit.ly/2fKLY4r

Sketchup 3D Warehouse  
Terms of Use 
http://bit.ly/2fGmRMY

Main House 
(GameObject)
Edited

Downloaded from 
Sketchup 3D Warehouse 
(model created by 
Cordelle) 
http://bit.ly/2gcYryq

Sketchup 3D Warehouse  
Terms of Use 
http://bit.ly/2fGmRMY

Wooden Plank 
(GameObject)
Skewed and edited

Downloaded from 
Sketchup 3D Warehouse 
(model created by 
DoubleTapRootBeer) 
http://bit.ly/2gDe1nQ

Sketchup 3D Warehouse  
Terms of Use 
http://bit.ly/2fGmRMY

Church (GameObject) Downloaded from 
Sketchup 3D Warehouse 
(model created by Iulian 
Mitran)
http://bit.ly/2fZdrNE

Sketchup 3D Warehouse  
Terms of Use 
http://bit.ly/2fGmRMY

Fig. 11 
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Generator (GameObject) Downloaded from 
Sketchup 3D Warehouse 
(model created by 
designer82)
http://bit.ly/2fKBiTq

Sketchup 3D Warehouse  
Terms of Use 
http://bit.ly/2fGmRMY

Shops (GameObject)
Removed photo textures

Downloaded from 
Sketchup 3D Warehouse 
(model created by John)
http://bit.ly/2fZalZX

Sketchup 3D Warehouse  
Terms of Use 
http://bit.ly/2fGmRMY

Petrol Station 
(GameObject)
Removed photo textures

Downloaded from 
Sketchup 3D Warehouse 
(model created by COL 
1)
http://bit.ly/2gcZCxO

Sketchup 3D Warehouse  
Terms of Use 
http://bit.ly/2fGmRMY

Fence (GameObject) Downloaded from Unity 
Asset Store (model 
created by Jaroslav 
Grafskiy)
http://bit.ly/2gDJPX1

Used under terms of 
Unity Asset Store 
Provider Agreement.

Chainlink Fences 
(GameObject)

Downloaded from Unity 
Asset Store (model 
created by Kobra Game 
Studios)
http://bit.ly/2fvAcfW

Used under terms of 
Unity Asset Store 
Provider Agreement.

Storage Building 
(GameObject)

Downloaded from Unity 
Asset Store (model 
created by Kobra Game 
Studios)
http://bit.ly/2fZdgSm

Used under terms of 
Unity Asset Store 
Provider Agreement.

Evoque (GameObject) 
Added damage

Downloaded from 
Sketchup 3D Warehouse 
(model created by 
Alabassiry)
http://bit.ly/2gCptfy

Sketchup 3D Warehouse  
Terms of Use 
http://bit.ly/2fGmRMY

Ford (GameObject) 
Added damage

Downloaded from 
Sketchup 3D Warehouse 
(model created by RP-
C7777)
http://bit.ly/2fZj0vb

Sketchup 3D Warehouse  
Terms of Use 
http://bit.ly/2fGmRMY

Bin (GameObject) Downloaded from Unity 
Asset Store (model 
created by Mariam 
Sarishvili)
http://bit.ly/2gqCfPb

Used under terms of 
Unity Asset Store 
Provider Agreement.

Swing (GameObject) Downloaded from Unity 
Asset Store (model 
created by NEKCOM 
Entertainment)
http://bit.ly/2gDHBH7

Used under terms of 
Unity Asset Store 
Provider Agreement.
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Streetlamp 
(GameObject)

Downloaded from Unity 
Asset Store (model 
created by Beatheart 
Creative Studio)
http://bit.ly/2gDFqDv

Used under terms of 
Unity Asset Store 
Provider Agreement.

Roads (GameObject) Downloaded from Unity 
Asset Store (model 
created by Blacklight)
http://bit.ly/2gArBZb

Used under terms of 
Unity Asset Store 
Provider Agreement.

Traffic Cone 
(GameObject)

Downloaded from Unity 
Asset Store (model 
created by MakeShift)
http://bit.ly/2gqDVIb

Used under terms of 
Unity Asset Store 
Provider Agreement.

Antenna Downloaded from Unity 
Asset Store (model 
created by VR)
http://bit.ly/2fvJit7

Used under terms of 
Unity Asset Store 
Provider Agreement.

Laptop (GameObject) Downloaded from 
Sketchup 3D Warehouse 
(model created by Icaro 
C.)
http://bit.ly/2gQuIfS

Sketchup 3D Warehouse  
Terms of Use 
http://bit.ly/2fGmRMY

Toolbox (GameObject) Downloaded from 
Sketchup 3D Warehouse 
(model created by Ron 
H.)
http://bit.ly/2fZmCxy

Sketchup 3D Warehouse  
Terms of Use 
http://bit.ly/2fGmRMY

Jerry (GameObject) Downloaded from Unity 
Asset Store (model 
created by Josch)
http://bit.ly/2fKFcf9

Used under terms of 
Unity Asset Store 
Provider Agreement.

Bottle (GameObject) Downloaded from Unity 
Asset Store (model 
created by Josch)
http://bit.ly/2fKFcf9

Used under terms of 
Unity Asset Store 
Provider Agreement.

BaseballBat 
(GameObject)

Downloaded from Unity 
Asset Store (model 
created by Josch)
http://bit.ly/2fKFcf9

Used under terms of 
Unity Asset Store 
Provider Agreement.

FirstAid (GameObject) Downloaded from Unity 
Asset Store (model 
created by Josch)
http://bit.ly/2fKFcf9

Used under terms of 
Unity EULA.

Antenna (GameObject) Downloaded from 
Sketchup 3D Warehouse 
(model created by Yash 
Chandak)
http://bit.ly/2fKNmUU

Sketchup 3D Warehouse  
Terms of Use 
http://bit.ly/2fGmRMY
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Key (GameObject) Downloaded from Unity 
Asset Store (model 
created by RoboCG)
http://bit.ly/2fNZK6s

Used under terms of 
Unity Asset Store 
Provider Agreement.

Helicopter (GameObject) Downloaded from Unity 
Asset Store (model 
created by AEgis 
Technologies)
http://bit.ly/1oXZUFe

Used under terms of 
Unity Asset Store 
Provider Agreement.

Broadleaf_mobile 
(GameObject)

Unity standard assets 
environment package.

Used under terms of 
Unity EULA.

Grass (GameObject) Unity standard assets 
environment package.

Used under terms of 
Unity EULA.

Road blocker 
(GameObject)

Downloaded from Unity 
Asset Store (model 
created by Rakshi 
Games)
http://bit.ly/1oXZUFe

Used under terms of 
Unity Asset Store 
Provider Agreement.

Wrench (Icon) 
Flipped and changed 
orientation

Downloaded from Free 
Clip Art Now
http://bit.ly/2fZh5qC

Used under terms of 
Free Clip Art Now

Antenna (Icon) Downloaded from PD 4 
Pic
http://bit.ly/2fKLrQ6

Used under terms of PD 
4 Pic

Key (Icon) Downloaded from Nice 
Clip Art (created by 
admin)
http://bit.ly/2gAuVDv

Used under terms of 
Nice Clip Art

Laptop (Icon) Downloaded from 
OpenClipArt (created by 
willwill)
http://bit.ly/2fZl7PY

Used under terms of 
OpenClipArt

Blueprint (used as 
blueprint texture)

Downloaded from 
UltraDesktop
http://bit.ly/2gd6DPa

Used under terms of 
UltraDesktop

Description Image (if applicable) Source License/Permission
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Mouse (used on intro 
screen) 
Rotated, inverted colours 
and removed 
background

Downloaded from 
Clipartsgram
http://bit.ly/2gd6DPa

Used under terms of 
clipartsgram.com

WASD (used on intro 
screen)
Rotated, inverted colours 
and removed 
background

Downloaded from 
Wegetarian
http://bit.ly/2gCmzrn

Used under terms of 
Wegetarian

Grass (Texture) Unity standard assets. Used under terms of 
Unity EULA.

Rocky (Texture) Unity standard assets. Used under terms of 
Unity EULA.

Asphalt (Texture) Unity standard assets. Used under terms of 
Unity EULA.

Asphalt 2 (Texture) Unity standard assets. Used under terms of 
Unity EULA.

SpinObject (script) Used from Adventure 
Game Collisions 
practical

Used under permission
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